Nitric oxide-mediated suppression of 2,3-bisphosphoglycerate synthesis: therapeutic relevance for environmental hypoxia and sickle cell disease.
Though hemoglobin (Hb) is best known for transporting oxygen and metabolic wastes throughout the circulatory system, this erythrocyte protein also acts as a hypoxic sensor, its oxygen saturation dependent on the oxygen partial pressure (pO(2)) which varies throughout the vasculature. The production and transport of the endogenous vasodilator nitric oxide (NO) by Hb is dependent on Hb's oxygen saturation, thereby allowing the protein to auto-regulate blood flow efficiency to meet the relative demands of respiring tissues. Erythrocyte concentrations of 2,3-bisphosphoglycerate (BPG), an enhancer of oxygen off-loading from Hb, is very sensitive to changes in glycolytic rates because its synthesis by BPG synthase is dependent on the availability of the glycolytic intermediate 1,3-bisphosphoglycerate. BPG synthase, as well as some glycolytic enzymes, are also very sensitive to pH changes, and variations in BPG levels have direct consequences on the oxygen off-loading function of Hb. I hypothesize that NO may suppress BPG production by (1) inhibiting glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (G3PDH), the most critical glycolytic enzyme for the bioavailability of 1,3-bisphosphoglycerate; and to a lesser extent by (2) associated pH changes in the deoxy-Hb-catalyzed depletion of nitrite, a metabolic reservoir of NO. Both mechanisms are favored in low pO(2) environments where BPG is most needed to maximize oxygen off-loading, indicating that the auto-regulatory link between NO and Hb may have inadvertently linked Hb and BPG synthesis in an unfavorable manner. However, for reasons discussed, NO-mediated suppression of BPG may be advantageous in some circumstances; namely, for individuals living at high altitudes and those with the blood disorder sickle cell anemia. This hypothesis is thus relevant to respiratory health under both normative conditions as well as under hypoxic stress. The potential relevance of the hypothesis to comparative animal physiology and evolutionary biology is also briefly described.